Choice Modeling For
New Product Sales Forecasting
By Jerry W. Thomas

Over the last decade, choice modeling
has gained credibility as a viable
technique for forecasting sales of new
products and new services.
The movement toward choice modeling took wings in the
year 2000, when Daniel McFadden, Ph.D., an American
professor, was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics for
his pioneering work in the application of choice modeling
to economic decision-making. Choice modeling’s
popularity has also been fueled by software advances,
more powerful computers, and improvements in
3D-animation technology.
But why is choice modeling increasingly applied to
new product sales forecasting? The main reason is
choice modeling provides more and better information
than old legacy forecasting systems. Consumers must
make brand “choices” when they go to the grocery
store, the drugstore, the car dealership or go shopping
online. Choice modeling makes it possible to simulate
this shopping and decision-making process, with all of
the important variables carefully controlled by rigorous
experimental design, so that the new product’s sales
revenue can be accurately predicted. Equally important,
choice modeling helps marketers understand the many
variables that underlie a forecast.

An example might make this easier to understand. Let’s
suppose that a new brand of peanut butter is about
ready to enter the market, and the manufacturer wishes
to forecast first-year sales (i.e., retail depletions) before
moving ahead.
The product formulation is ready, but there are unresolved
marketing issues: four package designs, three pricing
levels, five vitamin additives, and four claim possibilities for
the package. It’s immediately obvious that the unresolved
issues add up to 240 unique possibilities (4 x 3 x 5 x 4 =
240). This is where choice modeling comes to the rescue.
By choosing a small subset of all these possibilities,
following an experimental design, choice modeling permits
the results for all 240 possible combinations of variables to
be accurately estimated.
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itself, and this variable must be incorporated
into the choice model based on objective
product testing data, since product quality
largely determines the repeat purchase rate.
Distribution build (i.e., percent of stores that
will sell the new product month by month
after introduction, weighted by store sales
volume) is a major factor in the success of
new products, so this variable must be added
to the choice model.
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Another major variable is awareness build (how fast will
awareness of the new brand grow during its first year, and
what level will it attain by the end of year one?), and this
also must be added to the choice model.
The final step is calibrating the choice model to actual
category size, trends, and market shares. With these
enhancements, the choice model is ready for sales
forecasting. A number of additional refinements to the
model are possible, but these additional bells and whistles
don’t add much predictive power.
new product is introduced, and the forecasting simulator
Choice modeling offers a number of advantages over the

(and underlying choice model) makes it easy to analyze

old legacy methods of new product sales forecasting:

and optimize these on-the-fly changes.
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focused on the “retail” shopping experience. This

like the legacy systems. That is, the legacy forecasting

is relevant because new products today are more

systems rely heavily on normative data from previous

distribution- or retail-driven than new products in the

new product forecasts, whereas choice models are
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with media advertising to the degree they were 30 or 40
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so that analysts and brand managers know which

narrowly defined product category.
 Choice modeling can be applied to almost any product

marketing levers to pull to achieve specific business

or service category with equal accuracy, since it is not

outcomes.

based on normative data. None of the legacy systems
have accurate norms for more than a few product

 Choice modeling permits hundreds of marketing

scenarios to be explored in real time at no extra cost,
compared to the inflexibility of the legacy systems (and
the legacy costs for each scenario the client wants to

categories. Choice models are based on calibration
to the category, so lack of historical norms is not a
limitation.

evaluate). Most often, plans and budgets change as a
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 Choice modeling lends itself to 3D

animation, so that a virtual shopping

Choice

experience with a realistic shelf set can be
created. This added realism increases the

modeling,

accuracy of the sales forecasts.

can reduce

Developing and introducing new products or

the risks

new services is an inherently risky venture.

associated

No forecasting system can guarantee
success 100% of the time. Choice modeling,

with the

however, can reduce the risks associated with

introduction of

the introduction of new products by providing
more accurate forecasts, especially for
products without massive advertising support.
Choice modeling improves the marketer’s
chances of success during the new product
introduction, because the important marketing
variables are incorporated into the forecasting
simulator. This allows the new products team

new products
to evaluate and respond quickly to changing
circumstances as the new product rolls out.
This simulator-based flexibility to respond
correctly to changes in market conditions and
competitive actions is often the difference

by providing
more accurate
forecasts.

between success and failure of many new
products.
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